The increasing complexity of operating a global Supply Chain, economic volatility, market disruption and a scarcity of talent are negatively impacting profits, inventory levels, transportation costs and customer relationships.

Forward-thinking organizations proactively optimize their supply chain processes—resulting in cost savings, revenue growth, increased agility, and speed-to-market.

**HOW WE SOLVE IT**

We bring together highly skilled, innovative supply chain talent and our Supply Chain Control Tower—a market-leading, cloud-based framework powered by intelligent technologies including automation, analytics and artificial intelligence (AI)—to optimize complex, global supply chains.

**WHAT WE BRING**

**Innovative talent:** Our clients benefit from access to our supply chain management experts and specialists in automation, AI and analytics who can transform operations. Our people understand business and process problems, and collaborate to design creative solutions to optimize supply chains and deliver business outcomes.

**Applied Intelligence:** Accenture’s analytics and intelligent operations experts focus on examining data channeled through the Visibility Layer of the Supply Chain Control Tower to unearth business insights that can be put into action, creating measurable business outcomes for our clients and supporting more effective decision making.

**Cloud solutions:** Our analytics apps use Accenture Insights Platform (AIP) as their backend cloud platform. Our use of cloud improves the integration of diverse data, bringing organizations more power to solve problems.

**RESULTS WE ACHIEVE**

- 30-40% faster time-to-market
- 15-20% improvement in quality
- 10-30% forecast accuracy improvement
- 15-30% reduced inventory
- 10-25% supplier OTD improvement
- 7-12% logistics cost savings
- 12-25% warranty cost reduction
- 15-20% repair and returns cost reduction
Our Supply Chain Control Tower Model—a market-leading framework: Our end-to-end services help clients break through organizational silos across their supply chain. We have privileged access to market-leading technology vendors in cloud computing and data analytics.

Our library of proven business outcomes: Clients partner with us to achieve their business outcomes in a faster and more efficient manner. We are willing to contractually commit to delivering business outcomes.

How to Get Started

1. Understand the Vision
   Confirm supply chain vision and business outcomes

2. Art of the Possible
   Explore the art of the possible and tailor an intelligent operations journey

3. Business Case
   Build a robust business case aligned to business outcomes

4. Make It Real
   Make it real with an as-a-service framework

5. Realize Value
   Realize value by achieving business outcomes

Find Out More

www.accenture.com/SupplyChainBPS
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